
Whhh 

English 

We will be reading The Magic Porridge Pot and 

sequencing the events in the story. We will change the 

story by choosing our own ingredients to put in the pot.  

We will use adjectives when describing the taste of 

porridge and writing instructions on how to make 

porridge! We will also be using adjectives to describe the 

setting of a forest.   

We will be reading George’s Marvelous Medicine and 

writing a character description of George’s Grandmother. 

We will also be creating ingredients for our own potion 

to turn Grandma into a lovely lady! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

History 

We will be learning about magical 

medicines and potions throughout history 

that were used to make people better.  We 

will be matching different medicines and 

equipment to different eras and times 

throughout history. 

When studying the Magic Porridge Pot we 

will be learning about early farming and 

what food was grown and how. 

 

 Art 

We will be using water colour to create the 

style of Quentin Blake- illustrator to Roald 

Dahl’s stories. We will learn to mix colours 

together when making our own magic 

medicine. 

We will be making making clay models of 

grandma when she has S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-D 

after taking her medicine. 

 Potions and 

Commotions!  

YEAR 1 AND 2 

Join us as we explore and venture into the magical world 

of hubble, bubble and all things trouble! We visit a village 

far, far away where a magic plan to goes terribly wrong! 

We meet George, a little boy who creates a wonderful, 

magic medicine and creates a BIG problem! Hold your 

noses and get ready as we explore all things that go whizz 

bang! 

  

Geography 

We will be creating maps of the school environment focusing on 

human and physical features and seeing what it would look like 

before and after an accident with the magic porridge pot! Which 

areas will withstand a porridge flood? We will be using drama 

and role play to create our own news reports when the school 

becomes flooded with porridge! 

We will be using atlases to research hot and cold places in the 

world and finding the perfect place to send George’s grandma if 

she continues to misbehave! 

Design Technology 

We will be creating our own catapults to fling medicine 

at grandma!  

We will also be using papier mache to make our own 

magic medicine bottles out of recycled water bottles. 

No more porridge! -We will be working with a real chef 

to make healthy flap jacks and energy balls from oats 

We will use our construction skills to build houses after 

grandma has grown through the roof! 

Science 

We become super scientists by using our scientific 

skills of observation and recording when 

conducting a series of magic and wonderful 

science experiments involving chemical reactions 

and all things that go WHIZZ and BANG!  

 

Music and ICT 

We will be using our musical skills to create 

songs and music when making our own jingles to 

sell our marvelous medicine!  

In ICT we will use the Paint tool to recreate a 

scene from George’s Marvellous Medicine. 


